WHO IS DART ENERGY?
In February 2011, Dart Energy completed the acquisition of Composite
Energy Limited, representing Dart Energy's entry into the European
hydrocarbon industry. Composite Energy was established in 2004 and is now
Dart Energy (Europe) Ltd.
The company's strategy is currently focussed on developing a Coal Bed
Methane (CBM) business in the UK and mainland Europe.
Dart Energy has offices in Scotland and Poland, holding 32 licences in the
UK, 3 licences in Poland and 1 licence in Belgium. Dart Energy is also
considering a further 2 licences in Germany.
Dart Energy has an experienced management team and strong local
business partnerships. Over the past years, a comprehensive technical and
commercial team has grown in Stirling, including Geologists, Facilities
Engineers, Town Planners, Environmental Technicians, Drilling Engineers
and Business Development professionals. Company and coal bed methane
information can be found on our website:

www.DartEnergyScotland.co.uk

DART ENERGY & PEDL 133
The Company was awarded Petroleum Exploration and Development
Licence (PEDL) 133 by the Department of Energy and Climate Change
(DECC) (formerly the DTi & DBERR) in 2004. PEDL 133 is located over coals
contained in the Kincardine Basin in central Scotland; the two main nearby
towns are Falkirk and Stirling, and is Dart Energy Europe`s most advanced
licence.

Current Operations
The first pilot well, since the Dart Energy takeover, has been drilled and
completed. The well was drilled as a multilateral well intersecting a vertical
production well in four coal seams. The pilot production well is anticipated to
produce sufficient gas for generation of electricity and provide that electricity
into the local grid in June 2012.
In August 2011, Dart International and SSE Energy Supply Limited (SSE)
entered into a Gas Sales Agreement (GSA) for 5 years, commencing April
2013.

PEDL 133 PROPOSED APPLICATION
The proposed application is for a group of 14 wells which will produce gas
supplying a distribution facility and connection site providing gas into the
national grid. The well sites will be operated in pairs consisting of a vertical
production well and a surface to in seam (SIS) well. The vertical well is the
well site where gas is brought to surface. The vertical well is intersected by
the lateral SIS well which produces the gas trapped in the coal seam.
Once the gas has been produced to surface, it is transported by underground
services in a pipeline corridor to the gas processing plant situated near the
national gas network pipelines. Also on this site is a water processing facility
which processes any produced water from the wells before discharging to an
outfall agreed with Scottish Environment Protection Agency.
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A typical drill site will be approximately 70m by 57m during the drilling process
and will be reduced in size once operations move to the production phase.
Following the drilling phase, and during the production phase, Dart Energy's
surface land for all well sites combined will be approximately 4 acres. There
will also be the gas distribution facility, which will be situated on a 4 acre site
next to the existing gas compound in the area.

The above image shows the gas distribution facility and national grid
connection site with a well site in the foreground. The gas distribution facility
has been sized to allow scope for possible expansion in the future.

DRILLING PROCESS & GAS PRODUCTION
The vertical well will be drilled through the rock formations to below the lowest
target coal seam at a depth of approximately 1000 to 1100 metres. The
vertical drilling operation takes around 14 days to complete.
During the process of drilling an SIS well the rig drills down towards the
targeted coal seams and when the trajectory reaches the coal seam it drills
horizontally within the coal towards the vertical borehole previously drilled
approximately 400m away. The SIS well will intersect the vertical well, and
will then continue drilling horizontally along the coal seam for up to 1000m in
the coal. The steering of the 6-inch wide drill bit is controlled using electromagnetic technology, transmitted wirelessly to surface to the engineer. This
allows the drilling to stay within the coal seam, which is between 1 and 2.5
metres thick in this area, using sensors detecting the roof and floor of the coal
seam.
This drilling process can be continued in other target coal seams at different
depths, branching off from the initial SIS wellbore. These additional
wellbores will all intersect the vertical production well. The process of drilling
a horizontal SIS well is approximately 90 days, working a continuous 24 hour
drilling programme.
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Unlike traditional mining operations, the coal is not removed or extracted as
Coal Bed Methane requires that the coal be left in place and only the natural
gas is extracted. As there is only a 6-inch wide core removed from the coal at
1000m below ground level, the structural strength is not compromised and
has no effect on rock formations above.

400m

In a pair of wells, gas and water is only produced at the vertical well site. As
the coal seam is desaturated of its water content, natural gas is released from
the coal and returns to surface through the annulus. As the water level
decreases, the gas can flow more freely and gas flow-rate increases. The gas
and water rise to the surface through separate pipes in a safe and controlled
manner.
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As the coal seam is desaturated of its water content
Methane gas is released from the small
cracks in the coal known as cleats.
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DRILL SITES, RIGS & PRODUCTION SITES
Firstly we would look at the existing access arrangements and tracks to the
site and construct or upgrade existing arrangements in line with our planning
consent. We would then begin moving soil at the site in accordance with our
planning design and create a flat site that is suitable for the drilling rig to work
on. This soil is stored at the site so that it is available for site reduction and
and to provide visual and noise mitigation. Membrane is positioned over the
area and aggregate material is laid and compacted over the site to a depth of
approximately 300mm, to support the drilling rig and associated vehicles.
Generally the construction of a well site would be spread over a 2 week
period to ensure minimal impact on the surrounding road network.

Following the construction of the site, the drilling rig is brought to the site,
taking 2 to 3 days to construct and then to start drilling. First to arrive on site
are crew changing rooms, mess facilities and office cabins. These are
followed by the drilling rig, which is a truck mounted drilling unit so arrives on
a truck and a trailer, followed by other rig components arriving on low loaders.
Once this initial set-up of the rig is complete, other equipment can be brought
onto site. We bring in the various pieces of mud pump equipment – mud is
just a drilling expression for any fluid that is being used both to lift cuttings
from the hole and also lubricate and cool the drill bit as it does its job drilling.
These fluids are closely regulated by SEPA, DECC & the Coal Authority. All
sites are designed to hold a small parking area, ensuring that there will be no
parking of vehicles in the surrounding areas and road network.
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The custom built rigs we use are designed not only to be technically capable
of drilling but are also designed to allow us to work close to communities in an
onshore landscape. They have a small location footprint, on average less
than 40% to that of a comparable conventional onshore rig. They have less
of a visual impact on the environment, with 50% lower mast heights to that of
conventional onshore rigs.
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AQUIFERS & WELL MECHANICS
Protection of aquifers is a very high priority for Dart Energy and this occurs
through several mechanisms, including natural mechanisms and well
design mechanisms:
Firstly, the aquifers are protected by natural mechanisms, through several
layers of thick impermeable rock. Dart Energy conducts exploration in areas
of interest to understand the geology of the region to identify not only
resource potential, but also depth and location of community aquifers.
Community aquifers are found near the surface, recharged from ground and
rain water and are typically in rocks of good reservoir quality, high porosity
and highly permeable. Under this shallow aquifer strata which contains water
used by the community, are layers of rock which are highly impermeable,
which means water cannot flow through them. These layers of impermeable
rock provide a natural barrier between the shallower community aquifers and
the much deeper targeted coal seams.
Secondly, well design mechanisms ensure that aquifers are isolated from the
coal seams. Dart adopts industry best practice using multiple layers of
cemented and cased holes. This effectively provides several barriers
between the water and gas produced from the coal seams in the well and the
shallow aquifers through which the well is drilled. This cement and casing is
present down to just above the target coal seams. The cement and casing
integrity are continually checked throughout the drilling process to ensure
good well bore stability and isolation. This maintains best industry standards.
Interconnectivity of the aquifers will not take place due to the natural geology
mechanisms of over half a kilometre of impermeable rock and adopted well
design mechanics of best industry standards. Finally, the shallow community
aquifers are protected during drilling by only using water to drill through the
community aquifers, until casing is set and cemented and properly tested to
protect the shallow aquifers. Only then, with shallow community aquifers
“cased off,” would other drilling fluids, such as salt water brines, be
considered. Dart will never use Oil Based drilling fluids in any part of their
Coal Bed Methane wells.
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The processes provide vital protection mechanisms not only for the aquifers
but also to ensure well integrity and good resource productivity.
Outer Cement - 12.25 inch (>125m depth)
Outer Casing - 9.625 inch (>125m depth)
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